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a b s t r a c t

Community detection in networks is an active area of research with many practical applications.

However, most of the early work in this area has focused on partitioning a single network or a bipartite

graph into clusters/communities. With the rapid proliferation of online social media, it has become

increasingly common for web users to have noticeable presence across multiple web sites. This raises

the question whether it is possible to combine information from several networks to improve

community detection. In this paper, we present a framework that identifies communities simulta-

neously across different networks and learns the correspondences between them. The framework is

applicable to networks generated from multiple web sites as well as to those derived from

heterogeneous nodes of the same web site. It also allows the incorporation of prior information about

the potential relationships between the communities in different networks. Extensive experiments

have been performed on both synthetic and real-life data sets to evaluate the effectiveness of our

framework. Our results show superior performance of simultaneous community detection over three

alternative methods, including normalized cut and matrix factorization on a single network or a

bipartite graph.

& 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Community detection in network data [1–6] has been an

active research area in data mining and machine learning, spurred

by the availability of rich collection of relational data in social and

bibliographic network domains. The objective of community

detection is to partition a network into cohesive groups of nodes

(known as communities) in such a way that the nodes within a

group are highly connected with each other and are mostly

disconnected from nodes in other groups. Most of the previous

work has focused on finding communities in a single network or

in a bipartite graph formed by the heterogeneous nodes of a

domain (e.g., co-clustering of articles and authors in a biblio-

graphic network) [1,2,7,5].

There have been several recent efforts to develop community

finding or clustering algorithms for multiple graphs. For example,

Tang et al. [8] proposed a linked matrix factorization approach to

cluster a set of nodes based on different proximity relations. Each

proximity relation induces a separate graph (on the same set of

nodes) and their clustering objective is to find a consistent

partitioning across all the graphs. Lin et al. [9] also investigated

a similar problem using a relational hypergraph factorization

approach to detect communities of users based on various social

contexts and interactions.

This paper investigates the problem of combining information

from several networks to improve community detection. Unlike

the previous works in Tang et al. [8] and Lin et al. [9], each network

has a distinct set of nodes. Our formulation also differs from

previous studies on co-clustering [10,11] and k-partite graph

clustering [12,13] in that it considers the connectivity between

nodes within the same network (whereas k-partite graph cluster-

ing considers only links between nodes across different networks).

Our work on clustering multiple networks of heterogenous

nodes is motivated by its many potential applications. For

example, it can be used to simultaneously find clusters of

scientific papers and clusters of authors working in the same

research areas. Similarly, it can also be used to perform joint

clustering on Wikipedia articles and editors of the Wikipedia

pages. The multiple networks may also represent relational data

from different domains. For example, one could perform joint

clustering of Wikipedia editors and Digg1 users, where the links

between Wikipedia editors and Digg users are established based

on the content similarity between the edited Wikipedia pages and

the submitted news stories in Digg. The advantages of multi-

network clustering are

� Attribute set of nodes in individual networks may not be rich

enough for the purpose of clustering.
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� An individual network may have noisy or partially observed

links. In such a case the link structure may be enhanced by

considering information from other associated networks.

A naive approach for multi-network clustering is to partition

each network separately. Such an approach is useful when the link

structure and subgroup information in different networks are

independent of each other. However if the networks are related to

each other, then the link structures in the individual networks are

not only characteristic of the respective networks but often contains

implicit information about the underlying clusters of other related

networks. In such a scenario, we expect a joint clustering would

enhance the performance of the clustering algorithm.

The proposed framework is equally applicable to clustering

multiple networks created from heterogeneous nodes of the same

source (e.g., Wikipedia articles and editors) or nodes from

different sources (e.g., Wikipedia editors and Digg users) as long

as the corresponding links between nodes in different networks

can be established. One possible motivation for jointly identifying

communities across different network domains is that it allows us

to compare the characteristics of the similar communities present

across different domains. For example, the Political Science

community in Wikipedia may consists of lot of academic profes-

sionals and university students whereas a similar community in

digg.com may consist of tech savy netizens with political inter-

ests. Another motivation is that the joint clustering allows us to

incorporate the auxiliary information from multiple data sources

that are related to a given network.

This work is an extension of our previous conference paper [14]

in which we have presented a framework for simultaneous

clustering of multiple networks by jointly factorizing their adja-

cency matrices to obtain the clusters. We also showed that the

proposed framework can be extended to incorporate prior knowl-

edge about the potential correspondences between subgroups in

different networks. This version differs from the conference version

in that, we have provided new insight into the working of the

update formulas and have discussed their complexities. We have

also drawn parallels between the update formulas and the label

propagation algorithms [15,16]. We used this analogy to suggest

new heuristics to speed up the optimization process. In addition,

the experimental evaluation section is updated with new results

from using larger data sets and different evaluation measures. We

have also compared our results with many other baseline algo-

rithms such as normalized cut and co-clustering algorithms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In this

section, we gave the motivation and practical applications for joint

community detection across multiple social media. Section 2 pre-

sents the related work on clustering network data. Section 3

formalizes the multi-network clustering problem. Section 4 describes

the proposed framework along with formal proofs of convergence

and correctness. Section 5 presents the experimental results, fol-

lowed by conclusions and suggestions for future work in Section 6.

2. Related work

Clustering of the nodes in a network [1,2,5] has been studied

for a long time as a graph partitioning problem. The general goal

is to partition the graph in such a way that the intra-cluster links

(links within each partition) are maximized and inter-cluster

links (links between partitions) are minimized. To this extent,

several approaches have been successfully applied, including

techniques based on spectral clustering [17,18], multi-level graph

partitioning [19,20], and matrix factorization approaches [7]. All

of these algorithms focused on partitioning a homogeneous set of

nodes into clusters or communities. There has also been

considerable research towards identifying multiple overlapping

clusters in networks [6] and finding evolving communities in a

dynamic network [9,3].

Recent research has also focused on simultaneous clustering of

bipartite graphs constructed from related sets of heterogeneous

data, such as documents–words, products–users, blogs–bloggers,

etc. Such clustering problems are often referred to as co-cluster-

ing or multi-way clustering in the literature. Long et al. [21]

investigated the problem of co-clustering as a matrix factorization

problem and derived multiplicative update formulas for identify-

ing the clusters. Dhillon et al. [10] presented a framework for co-

clustering that minimizes the loss in mutual information between

the original joint distribution of related data and the correspond-

ing joint distribution of the clustered data. The essence of

different co-clustering algorithms has been captured in Long

et al. [12] where inter-related data types are represented as a k-

partite graph and clusters are learned using Bregman’s divergence

as the objective function. Tang et al. [22] have proposed several

methods to integrate different graphs to improve community

detection performance. The book [23] summarizes various com-

munity detection methods in social media.

Other learning problems on multiple networks such as classi-

fication and ranking have recently attracted the attention of the

research community. Kato et al. [24] developed a label propaga-

tion algorithm on multiple networks that automatically integrates

structure information brought in by multiple networks. Zhou

et al. [25] has combined information from multiple graphs for

document recommendations. Cheng et al. [13] also developed a

recommendation algorithm based on performing a query depen-

dent random walk on a k-partite graph. In summary, most of the

past work can be categorized into clustering on single network or

co-clustering k-partite graphs.

The proposed framework is similar in spirit to the work by Long

et al. [26,27]. The authors have proposed a probabilistic modeling

framework for performing relational clustering of heterogeneous

entities. The key differences between the framework proposed in

Long et al. [26] and ours are as follows. First, they employ a

probabilistic generative model framework with EM algorithm and

Markov chain Monte Carlo methods to maximize the likelihood

function. Instead, we use the non-negative matrix factorization

method with simple update formulas derived from gradient

descent method. We also interpret the update formula as a cluster

membership propagation algorithm and derive heuristic based on

this interpretation to improve efficiency and accuracy. Second, our

framework allows for the incorporation of prior information on

possible relationships between communities in the different net-

works to improve the performance of the algorithm.

3. Preliminaries

It should be noted that the graphs are not instantiation of

network at different time stamps but they are different networks

all together. All the nodes of a given network are homogeneous in

terms of the attribute set that describes them, but the nodes

between two different networks are not necessarily comparable.

For brevity, we consider a multi-network clustering problem for a

given pair of networks. Our formulation can be extended to more

than two networks.

Let G1ðV1,E1Þ and G2ðV2,E2Þ be a pair of graphs associated with

two networks, where Vi is the set of nodes associated with graph

Gi and EiDVi � Vi is the corresponding set of edges between the

nodes. The objective of multi-network clustering is to create sets

of partitions fP1jg
k1
j ¼ 1

and fP2jg
k2
j ¼ 1

such that V1 ¼
Sk1

j ¼ 1 P1j

and V2 ¼
Sk2

j ¼ 1 P2j. We seek a pair of functions g1 : V1-½0,1�k1
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and g2 : V2-½0,1�k2 such that giðvjÞ ¼ ðc1,c2, . . . ,cki Þ, where each

cjA ½0,1� is the degree of membership node vj belongs to cluster

partition Pij. Fig. 1 depicts the different graphs and their

relationships.

In the independent clustering approach, the cluster member-

ship functions g1 and g2 are learnt separately using their corre-

sponding adjacency matrices. To simplify the notation, let A be

the adjacency matrix associated with graph G1, where Aij ¼ 1 if

ðvi,vjÞAE1. Similarly, B be the adjacency matrix for graph G2,

where Bij¼1 if ðvi,vjÞAE2. In addition, we assume there is a third

set of edges E3DV1 � V2 connecting the nodes between G1 and G2.

We denote the adjacency matrix for these edges as C, i.e., Cij ¼ 1 if

ðvi,vjÞAE3.

In this study, the cluster partitions are obtained by decom-

posing the adjacency matrix representation of a graph into a

product of its latent factors. In particular, we seek to minimize the

distance function DðAJBÞ between the adjacency matrix A and the

product of latent factors B, where

DðAJBÞ ¼
X

ij

Aij log
Aij

Bij

� �

ÿAijþBij ð1Þ

Note that if
P

ijAij ¼
P

ijBij ¼ 1, the distance function reduces to

Kullback–Leibler divergence measure.

Depending on the application domain, the adjacency matrix C

is either readily available as part of the data or needs to be

estimated from the data. For example, consider the document–

document network (A) and author–author network (B). Both

networks are naturally linked by a document–author bipartite

graph C. In another example, consider two networks constructed

from Wikipedia editors and Digg users. Suppose we want to

simultaneously cluster these two user networks such that each

cluster represent users with interest in certain topics like science,

sports, entertainment, etc. Here there is no natural link matrix C

that is readily available to perform joint clustering. Nevertheless,

it can be estimated from the data. The users from Wiki and the

users from Digg can be linked by computing the similarity score

between the Wiki pages edited by Wiki user and the news stories

bookmarked by the Digg user.

4. Proposed framework

This section outlines our proposed framework for identifying

cohesive subgroups in multiple networks. Our framework uses the

non-negative matrix factorization technique given in Lee et al. [28]

and Ding et al. [29]. Let AARn�n
þ and BARm�m

þ be the adjacency

matrices of the graphs G1 and G2, respectively, whereas C ARn�m
þ

be the adjacency matrix for the links between nodes in G1 and G2.

Here Rþ represents set of non-negative real numbers. Note that

our framework is applicable to both directed and undirected

graphs.

4.1. Joint clustering of multiple networks

To simultaneously cluster the networks, we minimize the

following objective function with respect to X,Y ,U,V and W.

J ¼DðAJXUXT ÞþDðBJYWYT ÞþDðCJXVYT Þ

where XAR
N�k1
þ and YAR

M�k2
þ are the corresponding cluster

membership matrices for the two networks. The decomposition

of A into a 3-factor XUXt instead of a 2-factor XXt enables the

framework to deal with directed links [30,29]. For each node i in

graph G1, Xij indicates the cluster membership of node i to cluster

j. The cluster membership values are not necessarily probabilities.

Large values of Xij indicates greater affinity for the node i to be a

member of the cluster j. Similarly, we can interpret Yij. The matrix

V reflects the correspondence between the subgroups derived

from the two networks.

The objective function can be written as follows:

J ¼ min
XYUVW

X

ij

Aij log
Aij

½XUXT �ij
ÿAijþ½XUXT �ij

þ
X

ik

Cik log
Cik

½XVYT �ik
ÿCikþ½XVYT �ik

þ
X

ks

Bks log
Bks

½YWYT �ks
ÿBksþ½YWYT �ks ð2Þ

Taking the partial derivatives of J with respect to X and Y yield

the following (the partial derivatives with respect to U, V and W

can be similarly derived):

@J

@Xij

¼
X

N

a ¼ 1

ÿAia½XU
T �aj

½XUXT �ia
þ½XUT �ajÿ

Aai½XU�aj

½XUXT �ai

"

þ½XU�aj

#

þ
X

M

a ¼ 1

ÿCia½YV
T �aj

½XVYT �ia
þ½YVT �aj

" #

@J

@Yij

¼
X

M

a ¼ 1

ÿBia½YW
T �aj

½YWYT �ia
þ½YWT �ajÿ

Bai½YW �aj

½YWYT �ai

"

þ½YW �aj

#

þ
X

N

a ¼ 1

ÿCai½XV �aj

½XVYT �ai
þ½XV �aj

" #

ð3Þ

Given the objective function (2) and its partial derivatives, one

can solve for X,Y ,U,V and W using a gradient descent approach.

Here, we give a converging iterative matrix factorization based

update formulas for the unknown factors:

Xij ¼ Xij

PN
a ¼ 1

Aia½XU
T �aj

½XUXT �ia
þ
Aai½XU�aj

½XUXT �ai

 !

þ
PM

a ¼ 1

Cia½YV
T �aj

½XVYT �ia

ð
PN

a ¼ 1½XUþXUT �ajþ
PM

a ¼ 1½YV
T �ajÞ

ð4Þ

Yij ¼ Yij

PM
a ¼ 1

Bia½YW
T �aj

½YWYT �ia
þ
Bai½YW�aj

½YWYT �ai

 !

þ
PN

a ¼ 1

Cai½XV �aj

½XVYT �ai

ð
PM

a ¼ 1½YWþYWT �ajþ
PN

a ¼ 1½XV �ajÞ
ð5Þ

Vij ¼ Vij

PN
a ¼ 1

PM
b ¼ 1

Cab

½XVYT �ab
XaiYbj

PN
a ¼ 1

PM
b ¼ 1 XaiYbj

2

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

5

ð6Þ

Graph G2Graph G1 Bi Partite Graph Between the

Networks

Fig. 1. Multi-Network Clustering: Graph G1 ¼ ðV1 ,E1Þ, graph G2 ¼ ðV2 ,E2Þ and the

bipartite graph capturing the relationship between the nodes of the networks G1

and G2.
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Uij ¼Uij

PN
a ¼ 1

PN
b ¼ 1

Aab

½XUXT �ab
XaiXbj

PN
a ¼ 1

PN
b ¼ 1 XaiXbj

2

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

5

ð7Þ

Wij ¼Wij

PM
a ¼ 1

PM
b ¼ 1

Bab

½YWYT �ab
YaiYbj

PM
a ¼ 1

PM
b ¼ 1 YaiYbj

2

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

5

ð8Þ

The proofs of correctness and convergence of the update formulas

are given in the Appendix.

4.2. Incorporating prior information

Many times, we may have additional information about the

correspondence between clusters in multiple networks. In what

follows we give a motivation to incorporate this prior information

into the objective function.

Example 1. Consider a citation network between research arti-

cles and a co-authorship network between researchers. Suppose

the articles are grouped into the following topics: Algorithms,

Artificial Intelligence, Databases, Cell Biology, and Genetics. Typi-

cally, an author may work on multiple related topics, therefore

the article partitions are not reflected as it is in the author

network, rather they are further grouped into coarser clusters,

namely, Computer Science and Biotechnology. The author cluster

(Computer Science) is related to the first three article clusters,

while Biotechnology is related to Cell Biology and Genetics. We

expect that such prior information will enhance the joint cluster-

ing results. This information can be encoded in a 5�2 prior

matrix:

P¼

1 0

1 0

1 0

0 1

0 1

0

B

B

B

B

B

B

@

1

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

where the rows are the article clusters and the columns are the

author clusters.

To incorporate prior, we first need to interpret the role of the V

matrix in the objective function. As mentioned earlier, V is the

‘between network’ cluster correspondence matrix. The elements

of V matrix reflect the relationship between the clusters between

the two networks. If we have the prior knowledge about the

proportion P of links between the clusters in both the networks,

then it can be incorporated into the objective function (2) as

follows:

J ¼DðAJXUXT ÞþDðBJYWYT ÞþDðCJXðlVþð1ÿlÞPÞYT Þ ð9Þ

where l is a parameter provided by the user. We call

V 0 ¼ lVþð1ÿlÞP as the adjusted correspondence matrix. The l

parameter in V 0 controls the tradeoff between fitting V 0 directly to

the data and fitting V 0 to the prior matrix P. If l¼ 0, then the

correspondence between clusters is given by the prior matrix. If

l¼ 1, then the formulation reduces to the joint clustering frame-

work given in Eq. (2). In situations where the proportion of data

scattered between the clusters in two networks is unknown, we

can use a non-informative prior where Pij is 0 or 1 indicating

whether the ith article cluster is related to jth author cluster (see

Example 1).

Algorithm 1. Multi-network clustering algorithm.

Input: Matrices A, B, C, and maximum iteration T.

Output: Matrices X, Y, and V.

Initialize Xold, Yold, Uold, Vold, and Wold to random matrices.

for i¼1 to T do

update Xnew using (4)

update Ynew using (5) with Xnew

update Vnew using (6) with Xnew and Ynew

update Unew using (7) with Xnew

update Wnew using (8) with Ynew

set Xold
’Xnew;Yold

’Ynew; Uold
’Unew;

Wold
’Wnew and Vold

’Vnew

end for

4.3. Computational complexity

This section presents analysis of the computational complexity

of our algorithm. To begin with, consider the clustering of a single

network. The objective function for this would be DðAJXUXT Þ and

the update formula for the cluster membership matrix X is given

by

Xij ¼ Xij

PN
a ¼ 1

Aia½XU
T �aj

½XUXT �ia
þ
Aai½XU�aj

½XUXT �ai

 !

ð
PN

a ¼ 1½XUþXUT �ajÞ
ð10Þ

Let k be the number of clusters we wish to identify. Each Xij is

multiplied by an update factor, that involves several matrix

multiplications. The product XU and XUT can be computed in

Oðnk
2
Þ while XUXT requires an additional computation of order

Oðn2kÞ. Since A is a sparse matrix, the element-by-element

division between the matrices A and XUXT can be computed in

Oð9e9
A
Þ, where 9e9

A
is the number of edges in matrix A. Note that

the update factor needs to be computed only once at each

iteration and then applied, element-by-element, to each Xij. Thus,

the overall complexity for clustering a single network into k

clusters is OðTn2kÞ, where T is the total number of iterations.

Next we consider the case of two networks of comparable

sizes and having the same number of clusters. The joint optimiza-

tion is given by Eq. (2) and the update formula for X is given by Eq.

(4). This differs from the update formula for a single network with

an additional term that represents the relation between the two

networks. If both networks are of comparable sizes, then this

additional term incurs additional overhead of OðTn2kÞ. By similar

argument, each of the five update formulas given in Algorithm 1

requires a time complexity of OðTn2kÞ. Putting it altogether, this

implies that the proposed algorithm has an overall complexity of

Oð5Tn2kÞ where T is the maximum number of iterations. In our

experimental evaluation, we set T to be 1000 for networks that

have a size around 6000 nodes. As a result, the constant additive

factor 5T becomes large enough to increase the computational

complexity to Oðn3Þ. In the next subsection, we provide several

heuristics to reduce this complexity.

4.4. Cluster membership propagation and optimization

In this section, we give insights into the exact mechanism by

which the proposed framework performs the iterative interaction

between the networks until the community structure crystalizes

in each network. In particular, we compare the iterative update

formulas to that of label propagation techniques [15,16] used in

the node classification problems. This insight provides us with an

intuition to design new heuristics to improve clustering perfor-

mance both in terms of speed and accuracy.

As mentioned earlier, the overall complexity of our algorithm

is Oð5Tn2kÞ. Since the update formula involves computation of

XUXT at each iteration, the Oðn2kÞ computations are unavoidable.
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To speed up the process, it may be possible to reduce the 5T factor

of the complexity. First, instead of updating all five matrices X, Y,

U, W, and V at each iteration, we may alternate between the

updates of X and Y and the updates of matrices U, W, and V, say,

every 10 or 20 iterations. However, this will only reduce the time

complexity by a small fraction. A more effective strategy would be

to reduce the total number of iterations (T). This in turn requires a

very good starting point or seed point. In the following, we

provide an insight into the workings of the update formula by

interpreting it as a cluster membership propagation process and

suggest heuristics to select good seed points.

Once again, consider the update formula for a single network.

Since we deal with undirected graphs, A and U are symmetric

matrices. Let ~A ¼ A=XUXT and D represents the diagonal matrix of

column sums of ½XU�, that is, Dii ¼
P

j½XU�ij. We normalize the

columns of [XU] by ~X ¼ ðXUÞDÿ1. Then the update formula given

in Eq. (10) can be simplified as

Xij ¼ Xij

X

n

k ¼ 1

~A ik
~X kj ð11Þ

The update formula (10) as well as (11) are obtained from the

objective function DðAJXUXT Þ, which is the Kullback–Leibler

divergence measure between A and XUXT. We can interpret ~A to

be the weighted adjacency matrix with large weights for links

that are incorrectly predicted by XUXT (i.e., ~A ijb0 if Aij ¼ 1 and

ðXUXT Þij-0). The entries in ~X represent column normalized

cluster membership. Let ~ai represent ith row of ~A and let ~x
j

represents the jth column of ~X . Then the above formula reduces to

Xij ¼ Xij ~a
T
i
~x
j

ð12Þ

Thus, for updating Xij (membership of node i to cluster j), we need

to iteratively project the current normalized cluster membership

values ~x
j onto the weighted link vector ~a i of node i, until

convergence. This process is analogous to the label propagation

mechanism used for node classification in networks. In label

propagation, the unlabeled nodes are classified by iteratively

propagating the class information between adjacent nodes across

the entire network until convergence. Over here, since we do not

have the ground truth label information, we begin with random

assignment of the cluster memberships and allow each node to

propagate a fraction of its cluster membership information to its

adjacent nodes, a process which we termed as cluster membership

propagation, until convergence (the proof of convergence is given

in the Appendix). The final cluster assignments are made upon

convergence based on the values of Xij. We say that node i belongs

to cluster k if

k¼ arg max
j

Xij:

Eq. (12) suggests that updates of the cluster membership

vector for each node is influenced by the cluster membership of

nodes to which it is connected to. If the cluster membership

matrix has been randomly assigned initially, then every node in

the network has the opportunity of influencing its neighbor to

follow its arbitrarily assigned initial clusters. As a result, it takes

much longer for the iterative update formula to converge to its

stationary point.

In order to design the heuristic for speeding up the rate of

convergence, we examine the influence of a node with respect to

the following two characteristics—(1) degree of a node and (2)

magnitude of its cluster membership values. Clearly, high degree

nodes tend to be more influential because they may propagate

their cluster membership information to a larger number of

neighboring nodes compared to the lower degree nodes. More-

over, if the magnitude of the cluster membership vector for a high

degree node is concentrated in one of its k components (while

other components have considerably lower cluster membership

values), it will attempt to pull its neighboring nodes into the same

cluster. In contrast, if the magnitude of each component in the

cluster membership vector for a low degree node is small, such a

node will have negligible influence on the cluster membership of

its neighboring nodes. For example, consider the network shown

in Fig. 2. Assume that the nodes labeled 1–4 are low degree nodes

connected to a high degree node labeled as i. If node i is initialized

in such a way that xi1bxi2,xi3, then it will have significant

influence on the cluster membership of its neighbors (as illu-

strated in Fig. 2(a)). On the other hand, if all the components of

the cluster membership vector of the nodes 1–4 are small, then

they will not affect the cluster membership of the high degree

node i by much since the update factor

~a
T
i
~x
j
¼
X

4

k ¼ 1

~a ik ~xkjþ ~aii ~xij

tends to be dominated by the last term (assuming aii¼1). Under

such a scenario (where the higher degree nodes have cluster

memberships concentrated on a few components while lower

degree nodes have small cluster memberships across all compo-

nents), we expect the convergence rate to be much faster

compared to random initial assignment.

To further demonstrate this point, consider the toy network

shown in Fig. 3, which contains 10 nodes and is partitioned into

two clusters. Each of the clusters have one node with degree 4

(labeled as node 1 and node 6, respectively). Table 1 shows two

different initializations of the cluster membership matrix X. For

random initialization, both high degree nodes 1 and 6 have larger

values in the second column than their first column. In the second

initialization, suppose we manually replace the rows of X corre-

sponding to the nodes 1 and 6 such that each has a high value in a

different column (i.e., their cluster membership vectors are made

almost orthogonal to each other). We then update the values of X

Fig. 2. Illustration of cluster membership propagation. (a) A high degree node

(labeled i) strongly influences the cluster membership of many adjacent low

degree nodes (labeled 1–4). (b) Several low degree nodes (labeled 1–4) influence

the membership of a high degree node (labeled i).

1

5
4

9
8

6
10

2

3

7

Fig. 3. A toy network with two clusters.
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using Eq. (12). The results of applying the update formula after

five iterations are shown in Table 2.

In just five iterations, the seeded initialization has converged to

the correct partition whereas, for the particular choice of random

initialization, it did not find the correct partition. In fact, the cluster

assignments did not change at all after 5000 iterations suggesting

that it was stuck in a local minima. This experiment further asserts

the fact that if the high degree nodes are correctly initialized to

different communities and given higher magnitudes compared to

lower degree nodes, then they will pull their neighbors toward their

respective clusters, which leads to faster convergence and poten-

tially higher clustering accuracy. This observation leads to the

following initialization heuristics to optimize our algorithm:

� The initial cluster membership values of high degree nodes

should be large.

� The cluster membership vector of high degree nodes of

different communities should be as orthogonal as possible

(i.e., they should have large values in different columns).

There are two ways to implement these heuristics. One

possibility is to manually examine the top-K highest degree nodes

and initialized their corresponding rows in X matrix to different

clusters (if the nodes are well separated and have different

attributes). This is similar to a semi-supervised learning approach

where we start with a small number of labeled instances invol-

ving the high degree nodes. Another possibility is to apply a fast

but simple clustering algorithm to initially identify a crude set of

communities in the network. We then initialize the high degree

nodes in these clusters, such that they get higher membership

values for different clusters. Once the rows of the matrices X

and Y corresponding to the high degree nodes are assigned as

orthogonal as possible, we then let the algorithm run using the

regular update formula (Eqs. (4)–(8)) until convergence. We have

compared the effect of both heuristics on convergence rate and

accuracy in the experimental evaluation section.

5. Experimental evaluation

We have evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm

on both synthetic and real world network data. The details of the

real world network and synthetic networks are given below.

5.1. Baseline algorithms and evaluation metrics

As a baseline, we used three clustering algorithms. The first one is

the normalized cut (Ncut) algorithm by Shi et al. [18]. The other two

algorithms are part of the objective function given in (2). The first

term in the objective function (2) refers to independent clustering of a

single network. The first two terms corresponds to the co-clustering

of a single network using the bipartite graph between two networks.

We compare our joint clustering algorithm against the independent

clustering (denoted by Ind) of single network and co-clustering

(denoted by CoC). We denote our proposed framework as Joint or

Joint þ Prior in the remainder of this section.

For a fair comparison, we applied the normalized cut algo-

rithm on the entire multi-network G (instead of G1 and G2

separately). This is accomplished by constructing a single adja-

cency matrix G for the entire network as follows:

Gij ¼

Aij, i,j¼ 1,2, . . . ,n,

Cij, i¼ 1,2, €n and j¼ nþ1, €m

Cji, j¼ nþ1, €nþm and i¼ 1, . . .n

Bij, i¼ nþ1, €nþm and j¼ nþ1, €nþm

8

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

:

We use the normalized mutual information (NMI) measure to

evaluate clustering results. It is defined as follows. Let C¼

fC1,C2, . . .Ckg denote the true set of clusters. Let Ĉ ¼ fĈ1,

Ĉ2, . . . Ĉ kg denote the cluster obtained from the algorithm. Then

mutual information between them is defined as

MIðC,ĈÞ ¼
X

Ci ,Ĉ j

pðCi,Ĉ jÞ
pðCi,Ĉ jÞ

pðCiÞpðĈ jÞ

and the normalized mutual information is given by

NMIðC,ĈÞ ¼
MIðC,ĈÞ

HðCÞHðĈÞ

where HðCÞ and HðĈÞ denote the entropies of partition C and Ĉ

respectively.

5.2. Synthetic data set

Our synthetic data set is generated as follows. First, the

number of nodes and number of clusters (k) in each network

are given. In our experiment, the number of clusters in each

network is fixed to be 4 with 400 data points in each cluster.

Within each cluster i, a link is created between any two nodes

with probability p1. On the other hand, an inter-cluster link is

created between a node in cluster i and nodes in other clusters in

the network with probability p2. In addition, links are also created

between nodes from different networks. We create links between

networks G1 and G2 with probabilities q1 and q2, where the former

is the probability of link between corresponding clusters and the

latter is the probability of noisy link between non-corresponding

clusters. For example, if networks G1 and G2 have four clusters

each, q1 is probability of link between clusteri in network G1 and

clusteri in network G2. q2 is the probability of link between clusteri
in G1 and clusterj in G1 with ia j.

Table 2

The table shows the values of X matrix for toy example after five iterations using

update formula (12) on two different initializations given in Table 1.

Vertex Random initialization Seeded initialization

1 0.6352 0.6869 0.3744 0

2 0.3088 0.753 0.2995 0

3 0.7597 0.0258 0.1727 0.051

4 0.9594 0.089 0.299 0.0005

5 0 1.0681 0.2142 0.0838

6 0.6424 0.6795 0 0.3676

7 1.0426 0.004 0.034 0.2607

8 1.0456 0.0009 0.0906 0.2051

9 0 1.0681 0 0.2941

10 0.0011 0.7999 0 0.2206

Table 1

The table gives two different initial values of X for the toy network in Fig. 3. The

left side gives one random initialization. The right initialization is seeded or

modified such that the high degree node from each cluster has high values on

different columns and the other nodes have much smaller magnitude of cluster

membership values.

Vertex Random initialization Seeded initialization

1 0.0377 0.1068 1 0.01068

2 0.8852 0.6538 0.08852 0.06538

3 0.9133 0.4942 0.09133 0.04942

4 0.7962 0.7791 0.07962 0.07791

5 0.0987 0.715 0.00987 0.0715

6 0.2619 0.9037 0.02619 1

7 0.3354 0.8909 0.03354 0.08909

8 0.6797 0.3342 0.06797 0.03342

9 0.1366 0.6987 0.01366 0.06987

10 0.7212 0.1978 0.07212 0.01978
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5.2.1. Effect of noise in one network

We created two networks namely, Network A and Network B

using the above mentioned parameters. Network A was generated

with p1¼0.4 and p2¼0.35. The links between the network was

generated with q1¼0.6 and q2¼0.45. Network B was generated

with p1¼0.5 and we varied the inter-cluster link probability for

Network B from 0.1 to 0.4 in step size of 0.1. These are the noisy

link in the Network B. We studied the effect of varying noisy links

in Network B on the cluster NMI on Network A. The results are

plotted in Fig. 4. As expected, low level of noise in network B

helped in identifying the clusters in Network A with higher

accuracy. As the noise level increases in Network B, the NMI of

clusters obtained in Network A decreases. This reflects our belief

that if one of the networks is less noisy then it helps in improving

the clustering accuracy of the other network. Ncut-M and Ncut-I

in Figs. 4 and 5 refer to normalized cut algorithm applied on the

multigraph and individual network, respectively.

5.2.2. Effect of noise in between the networks

Here, we tested the effect of noise between the networks on the

clustering accuracy. To do this we created two networks with

following parameters. Network A with p1¼0.4 and p2¼0.35 and

Network B with p1¼0.5 and p2¼0.45. We created the links between

them with q1¼0.6. We varied the noise between the networks by

varying q2 from 0.1 to 0.5 in step size of 0.1. The results of clustering

accuracy on Network A is shown in Fig. 5. When the link between

the networks are less noisy, the CoC algorithm gives good result. The

Joint algorithm gives better results. This is because the informa-

tion flow between the networks is more reliable and the link

structure in Network B helps in improving the performance of

Joint clustering over the CoC clustering.

5.3. Wikipedia data set

We use the Wikipedia dump from October 9 2009 for our

experiments. We have chosen four topics as the ground truth

clusters—Biology, Natural Science, Computer Science and Social

Science. Each of the four topics are further divided into subtopics

which are shown in Table 3. We collected roughly 20K articles,

with 5K articles in each category. After removing stubs and other

smaller articles we were left with 10K articles and 53K editors

(who have edited the articles). We removed articles/editors that

do not have sufficient links (less than three links) with other

articles/editors in our corpus. Our final data set contains 6403

articles and 5361 editors. A visual representation of the adjacency

matrices of the article and editor networks is shown in Fig. 6. Our

goal of clustering is to identify the 12 subcategories in the article

network and relate them to four categories in the editor network.

Such a clustering is useful in other real world application, where

in, low level label information like subtopics are assigned to each

article in the article corpus and high level label information are

assigned to authors based on their research interests. Joint

clustering can then used to identify and associate the related

communities between these networks and propagate the high

level labels from authors networks to more refined low level

labels in the article clusters.

The Wikipedia data set is particularly challenging. Firstly, the

editors do not seem to have a fixed domain of interest. As seen in

the spy plot in Fig. 6, a good proportion of editors have edited

articles in all the four categories. The actual link between different

categories are given in Table 4. We assign a ground truth label to

each user based on the category for which the user has made the

most number of contributions. Secondly, although each editor has

his/her own Wikipedia page, many of these pages do not contain

enough useful features that can be used to identify the cluster of an

editor. Thirdly, the links between articles tend to be noisy. The

article–article spy plot in Fig. 6 shows 9 visually distinct groups even

though there are 12 article clusters. This is because, in our sample,

the articles in some of the subcategories are highly connected to

other related subcategories. It is therefore not visually discernable.

We first clustered the article network and user network

independently and used them as our baseline result. As shown
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Fig. 4. Effect of Noisy links in Network B on clustering performance of Network A

(p1¼0.4 and p2¼0.35).
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Fig. 5. Effect of Noisy links between networks on the clustering performance of

Network A (p1¼0.4 and p2¼0.35).

Table 3

Data category and sub-category.

Category Sub-categories

User clusters Article clusters

Political Science Civil-rights liberties (878); Imperialism (601);

Nationalism (368)

Natural Science Physics (568); Earth Sciences (513);

Astronomy (613)

Computer Science Algorithms (112); Operating systems (395);

Computer architecture (350)

Biology Zoology (392); Anatomy (897);

Cell Biology (716)
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in Table 5, independent clustering of article gives an NMI of 0.30

and co-clustering of article network using the article-editor

bipartite graph increases the NMI to 0.38. However, the joint

clustering gave a slightly higher NMI of 0.41, highlighting the

importance of information flowing from the other network. Joint

clustering with prior information increases the NMI further to

0.45. The normalized cut algorithm produced the highest NMI of

0.55 on the article network. The confusion matrix of Ncut and

Joint algorithms on article network is given in Tables 6 and 7.

As seen in Table 6, the Ncut algorithm on the multigraph G has

found four predominant clusters in the article network, one for

each category. For example, clusters 1,6,9,11 in the confusion

matrix of Ncut algorithm represent predominantly represent the

underlying major four categories and rest of the columns are very

sparse. However, the Joint clustering algorithm has found the

fine subcategories in the article network. For example, the

clusters 1–3 predominantly represent the subcategories of Poli-

tical Science, clusters 4–6 predominantly represent Natural

Science subcategories and clusters 10–12 predominantly repre-

sent the subcategories of Biology. The algorithm has found only

two predominant subcategories (columns 7 and 8) for the

Computer Science category.

In the editor network, the Joint þ Prior has out performed

all other approaches. The Ncut on multigraph could not identify

any of the major four categories. Both Joint and CoC algorithms

has shown similar performance with NMI of 0.21. A simple Joint

algorithm did not give any additional benefit compared to the

CoC. However, adding the non-informative prior boosted the

performance of the joint clustering algorithm.

5.4. Digg data set

The web site www.digg.comis a popular social bookmarking

web site where each individual users bookmark URL’s and share

them publicly with other users. The goal is to identify different

user community based on the topics of the bookmarked URL’s. As

mentioned in the abstract and introduction, the objective of this

work is to investigate whether it is possible to combine informa-

tion from several networks to improve community detection.

However, one of the challenges in demonstrating this effect

empirically is the lack of ground truth information about the true

clusters of various domains. So, the main reason we choose

Wikipedia and Digg data sets for our experiments is the avail-

ability of the ground truth class labels that can be used to

evaluate the performance of our joint community detection

framework. Furthermore, though there may not be a direct

correspondence between Wikipedia editors and Digg users, their

community structures are often defined based on the topics of the

articles they have edited or posted. Since there exists common

topics among articles in both networks, this information that can

be harnessed to improve their community detection tasks. The

idea of using Wikipedia as an auxiliary data source for improving

clustering has also been investigated before (see for example, the

works by [31]), though none of the previous works consider the

Wikipedia as source of auxiliary network data for user commu-

nity detection. Our experiment suggests that Wikipedia is a

potentially useful source to improve clustering of users in a

domain such as Digg.com as well. The exact data collection

mechanism is described below.

We first sampled 5670 Digg users who have bookmarked URLs

on the following three topics: Politics, Computer Science, and

Natural Science. We formed a user–user connectivity matrix from

the user–URL matrix. Two users are linked if they have at least

t¼ 5 URLs in common. We sampled 4206 Wikipedia editors that

belong to aforementioned three categories. We established the

links between the Digg users and the Wikipedia editors by first

establishing a similarity between the bookmarked URLs and the

edited articles. Each URL bookmarked at digg.com has a title and a

short description about the content of the web site. The Digg url–

word matrix and Wikipedia article–word matrix are used to

establish a ‘‘weighted link’’ between a Digg url and a Wikipedia

article. Specifically, the weight of the link corresponds to the

cosine similarity between the words in the title and description of

a URL and the words that appear in the content of a Wikipedia

Fig. 6. Spy plot for article (left) and user (right) networks in Wikipedia.

Table 4

The link distribution between different author clusters in Wikipedia data set.

Category Names Political

Science

Natural

Science

Computer

Science

Biology

Political Science 8313 1113 749 844

Natural Science 1113 3398 657 592

Computer Science 749 657 5337 516

Biology 844 592 516 4806

Table 5

Average cluster NMI on Wikipedia data set.

Experiment Article Editor

Normalized cut on multigraph (12 clusters) 0.550 –

Normalized cut on multigraph (4 clusters) – 0.010

Independent clustering 0.304 0.080

Co-clustering 0.381 0.208

Joint clustering without prior (l¼ 1) 0.405 0.213

Joint clustering with prior (l¼ 0:5) 0.454 0.259
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article. We finally establish the link between a Digg user and

Wikipedia editor if there is high similarity between the contents

of bookmarked URL and edited article. Here again, we assign a

ground truth label to each editor (user) based on the category for

which the editor has made the most number of contributions.

Fig. 7 shows the adjacency spy plot for two networks. In both

these networks a good proportion of editors/users have contrib-

uted articles in all three categories. However, notice that the there

is large number of links between the first two user communities

in the Digg network. These two communities refer to the politics

Table 6

Confusion matrix of article network using the Ncut algorithms on the multigraph G gave NMI 0.55. The columns 1, 6, 9 and 11 are the dominant clusters identified by the

Ncut algorithm. These four dominant clusters correspond to the four major categories and the algorithm has failed to identify the subcategories.

Ground truth Clusters output by Ncut algorithm

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Civil rights 536 286 42 0 1 3 2 4 1 0 3 0

Imperialism 331 0 222 2 1 6 21 2 0 1 15 0

Nationalism 286 2 17 1 0 0 3 1 11 2 45 0

Physics 3 0 270 0 1 21 247 0 3 0 23 0

Earth Science 17 21 16 161 234 27 26 2 8 0 1 0

Astronomy 49 0 10 0 0 347 20 179 2 1 5 0

Algo 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 0 104 0 0 0

OS 1 0 0 0 0 20 2 1 371 0 0 0

Architecture 19 1 101 0 0 2 213 0 0 0 0 14

Zoology 25 0 18 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 346 0

Anatomy 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 892 0

Cell Biology 5 1 11 0 0 2 0 1 5 200 491 0

Fig. 7. Adjacency matrix plot for Digg user and Wikipedia editor networks (best viewed in color). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 7

Confusion matrix of article network using the Joint clustering method gave NMI 0.40. Unlike the Ncut algorithm, the Joint clustering is able to identify the finer

subcategories. For example, columns 1–3 predominantly identifies the subcategories of Political Science category. Similarly, columns 10–12 relates to subcategories of the

Biology category.

Ground truth Clusters output by Joint algorithm

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Civil rights 21 416 14 1 2 265 0 2 0 112 34 11

Imperialism 208 177 110 0 15 54 1 0 0 31 4 1

Nationalism 14 261 14 0 36 7 3 7 0 18 6 2

Physics 8 1 9 4 295 245 1 0 3 0 2 0

Earth Science 18 4 25 248 171 13 0 7 5 6 9 7

Astronomy 120 1 96 78 13 130 162 12 0 0 0 1

Algorithm 0 0 0 2 0 0 62 48 0 0 0 0

OS 2 0 0 1 0 0 122 251 0 0 12 7

Architecture 32 9 26 195 13 55 11 0 0 1 3 5

Zoology 23 13 20 0 19 38 1 2 8 4 176 88

Anatomy 0 1 0 0 47 54 11 0 11 172 393 208

Cell Biology 5 9 4 0 32 12 1 30 4 187 286 146
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and Computer Science. It indicated that in our sample, the users

who have bookmarked politics related URL have also bookmarked

technology related URLs.

We first applied the Ncut algorithm on the multigraph con-

taining both Digg and Wiki networks. Both the networks contain

three corresponding clusters. The confusion matrix is shown in

Table 8. Clearly, the Ncut algorithm identified only two clusters

on each network. This is because, the Digg network had pre-

dominantly two clusters. Table 9 gives the confusion matrix of

Digg and Wikipedia network using the proposed Joint approach.

It has identified the three dominant community on each network.

Since there was a natural correspondence between the three

clusters on both the networks, adding prior information (identity

matrix of size 3) did not give any additional improvements.

5.5. Optimization

All the results in the previous sections were obtained by

running Algorithm 1 without using any initialization heuristics

discussed in Section 4.4. In this section, we analyze the effect of

initialization heuristics on both convergence and accuracy on the

Wikipedia data set.

According to the initialization heuristics, the rows correspond-

ing to the high degree nodes of different clusters should maximize

different columns in the cluster membership matrix. To do this, we

sampled the top 20 high degree nodes from each network and

manually assigned the corresponding rows in the matrices X and Y

such that nodes belonging to different clusters have maximum

values in different columns and nodes belonging to same cluster

have maximum values in the same column. We call these 20 high

degree nodes as seed points. We also performed auto initialization

of the seed points by using the results of normalized cut algorithm

on the Wikipedia data set, where in the top 10% of high degree

nodes of different clusters found by normalized cut algorithm were

initialized to influence different columns. The effect of manual and

automatic initialization of the seed points are shown in Fig. 8.

Clearly, both manual and automatic initialization of high degree

nodes in each network has resulted in speedier convergence and

higher cluster NMI score on both the networks compared to the

random initialization. Recall that we need to identify 12 clusters in

the article network. But the top 20 high degree nodes in the article

network were scattered across only nine clusters. Thus there were

no seed points in the remaining three clusters. Despite this, the

manual initialization has resulted in speedier convergence than

random initialization. For the auto initialization, we used the

clustering results from the normalized cut algorithm which gave a

NMI of 0.55. The reorganization of clusters by the Joint clustering

algorithm has decreased the NMI to 0.49. However, the Joint

clustering has boosted the NMI for editor network significantly

compared to the normalized cut. The Ncut on editor network gave a

NMI of 0.01. Therefore, the auto initialization based on the results of

Ncut took more than 400 iterations to converge. In summary, using

the initialization heuristics presented in Section 4.4 has resulted in

faster convergence with higher accuracy.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed the problem of learning

cohesive subgroups and their correspondences in multiple related

networks. Our experiments reveal that the joint clustering of

multiple networks gives better results in terms of normalized

mutual information between the actual clusters and the clusters

identified by algorithm. We have also introduced the idea of using

a prior to guide the clustering process. We have performed a

through analysis of the convergence of the proposed algorithm

and we have also given heuristics for faster convergence. The

proposed algorithm is of order Oðn2TÞ in complexity where n is

number of nodes on either network and T is number of iterations.

The scalability of the proposed algorithm for networks with

millions of nodes will be pursed in future.

Table 8

Confusion matrix on Digg user and Wiki editor network using Ncut on

multigraph.

Ncut on Diggþ Wiki multigraph

Digg user network Wiki editor network

167 1481 0 108 1708 0

997 638 0 707 492 0

1952 435 0 1113 77 1

NMI:0.185 NMI:0.307

Table 9

Joint on Diggþ Wiki multigraph

Digg user network Wiki editor network

1242 63 343 102 70 1644

169 220 1246 631 270 298

338 1889 160 122 1023 46

NMI:0.387 NMI:0.418
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Fig. 8. Effect of different initializations in clustering the article (left) and editor (right) networks in Wikipedia.
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Appendix A

In this section we provide the formal proofs that show the

update formula (4)–(8) monotonically decrease the objective

function (2). The proofs can be shown through the use of the

auxiliary functions.

Definition 1. Gðw, �wÞ is an auxiliary function for F(w) if following

two conditions are satisfied:

Gðw, �wÞZFðwÞ, Gðw,wÞ ¼ FðwÞ ð13Þ

Lemma 1. If G1ðw, �wÞ and G2ðw, �wÞ are auxiliary functions for F1ðwÞ

and F2ðwÞ respectively, then G¼G1 þ G2 is the auxiliary function for

F¼F1 þ F2. Further, F is non-decreasing under the update formula

wtþ1 ¼ arg min
w

Gðw,wtÞ ð14Þ

Proof. The proof for G as an auxiliary function for F follows

directly from definition. Below, we give the proof for second part.

Fðwtþ1Þ ¼ F1ðw
tþ1ÞþF2ðw

tþ1ÞrG1ðw
tþ1

,wtÞþG2ðw
tþ1

,wtÞ

rG1ðw
t
,wtÞþG2ðw

t
,wtÞ ¼ FðwtÞ

The third line follows from the fact that wtþ1 minimizes the

auxiliary function G. Thus, Gðwtþ1
,wtÞrGðwt

,wtÞ and Fðwtþ1Þr

FðwtÞ, which completes the proof. &

Since Eq. (2) involves a summation of various distance functions

Dð�J�Þ, Lemma 1 suggests that it is sufficient to show that

minimizing the auxiliary function of the summation decreases

the overall objective function to prove the correctness and

convergence of our algorithm. Here we give the auxiliary function

for the term DðAJXUXT Þ which is quadratic in X and the auxiliary

function for other terms can be similarly derived. The update

formula for X which minimizes DðAJXUXT Þ is given by

Xij ¼ Xij

PN
a ¼ 1

Aia ½XU
T �aj

½XUXT �ia
þ

Aai ½XU�aj

½XUXT �ai

� �

ð
PN

a ¼ 1½XUþXUT �ajÞ

0

B

@

1

C

A
ð15Þ

The objective function can be written as

F1 ¼
X

i,j

Aij log
Aij

P

klXikUklX
T
lj

ÿAijþ
X

kl

XikUklX
T
lj ð16Þ

Now we define

ak,l ¼
XðtÞ
ik
UklX

ðtÞT
lj

P

rsX
ðtÞ
ir UksX

ðtÞT
sj

ð17Þ

Clearly,
P

rsars ¼ 1. Using Jensens inequality we get

ÿlog
X

kl

XikUklX
T
ljrÿ

X

kl

akl

XikUklX
T
lj

akl

ð18Þ

Substituting (18) in (16) we get

DðAJXUXT Þr
X

ij

AijlogAijÿAij;ÿAij

X

kl

akllog
XikUklX

T
lj

akl

þ
X

kl

XikUklX
T
lj

" #

ð19Þ

plugging in akl in above equation gives the following bound on

the objective function:

X

ij

AijlogAijÿAijÿAij

X

kl

XðtÞ
ik
UklX

ðtÞT
lj

P

rsX
ðtÞ
ir
UrsX

ðtÞT
sj

 

logXikUklX
T
lj

2

4

ÿlog
XðtÞ
ik
UklX

ðtÞT
lj

P

rsX
ðtÞ
ir
UrsX

ðtÞT
sj

1

Aþ
X

kl

XikUklX
T
lj

3

5

which is the auxiliary function for F1. We denote it as G1ðX,XðtÞÞ.

Now taking derivative of G1 with respect to Xpq we get

@G

@Xpq
¼ÿ

X

jl

Apj

XðtÞ
pqUqlX

ðtÞT
lj

P

rsX
ðtÞ
prUrsX

ðtÞT
sj

Xpq

þ
X

jl

UqlX
ðtÞT
lj

ÿ
X

ik

Aip

XðtÞ
ik
UkqX

ðtÞT
qp

P

rsX
ðtÞ
ir
UrsX

ðtÞT
sp Xpq

þ
X

ik

XðtÞ
ik
Ukq ¼ 0

We get

Xpq ¼ XðtÞ
pq

P

j

Apj½UX
ðtÞT �qj

½XðtÞUXðtÞT �pj
þ
P

i

Aip½X
ðtÞU�iq

½XðtÞUXðtÞT �ip
PN

j ¼ 1½UX
ðtÞT �qjþ

PN
i ¼ 1½X

ðtÞU�iq

2

6

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

7

5

ð20Þ

which is same as (15). Similarly, the term DðCJXVYT Þ can be

written as

F2 ¼
X

ij

Cij log
Cij

P

klXikVklY
T
lj

ÿCikþ
X

kl

XikVklY
T
lj

Now define

bkl ¼
XðtÞ
ik
VklY

ðtÞT
lj

P

rsX
ðtÞ
ir VrsY

ðtÞT
sj

ð21Þ

Once again
P

klbkl ¼ 1 and following the same procedure as above,

we get the auxiliary function for DðCJXVYT Þ to be

G2ðX,XðtÞÞ ¼
X

ij

Cij log CijÿCijÿCij

X

kl

XðtÞ
ik
VklY

ðtÞT
lj

P

rsX
ðtÞ
ir
VrsY

ðtÞT
sj

logXikVklY
T
lj

2

4

ÿlog
XðtÞ
ik
VklY

ðtÞT
lj

P

rsX
ðtÞ
ir
VrsY

ðtÞT
sj

þ
X

kl

XikVklY
T
lj

3

5

Taking derivative of this with respect to Xpq and equating it to

zero, we get

Xpq ¼ XðtÞ
pq

PM
i ¼ 1

Cpi½YV
T �iq

½XVYT �pi

ð
PM

i ¼ 1½YV
T �iqÞ

0

B

B

B

B

@

1

C

C

C

C

A

ð22Þ

Minimizing the original objective function (2) with respect to X,

we have

min
X

J ðXÞ ¼min
X

F1ðXÞþF2ðXÞrmin
X

G1ðX,XðtÞÞþG2ðX,XðtÞÞ ð23Þ

Taking derivative of G1ðX,XðtÞÞþG2ðX,XðtÞÞ with respect to X and

equating it to zero we get update formulae (4). By Lemma 1, this

objective function monotonically decreases the objective function

(18). Thus we have proved the following theorem:

Theorem 1. For fixed Y ,U,V and W, the update formula for X, given

in Eqs. (4) monotonically decreases the objective function in (2).

Similarly, for fixed X,U,V and W the update formulae for Y given

in (5) monotonically decreases the objective function and the
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same is true for other three update formula. Thus we have shown

that Algorithm 1 monotonically decreases the loss function (2).
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